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Information in California county voter guides and
sample ballots
This report analyzes data gleaned from the county Voter Guide/Sample
Ballot booklets produced for the June 2014 California state primary. Each of
California’s 58 counties is responsible for mailing out these guides to voters
registered in their respective county.
We collected our data for this part of the project from electronic and printed
Voter Guide/Sample Ballot booklets found on county elections websites and
mailed directly to our research team. We developed a coding template to
objectively record guide elements, pages, and design features across all 58
counties using identical criteria.
The elements included in guides varied greatly, with few elements found in
every single county. We were surprised that critical information such as a
Voter Bill of Rights, a description of the purpose of the guide, and a table of
contents were so uncommon as to appear in 15 or fewer guides. Other
valuable elements such as polling place addresses, ballot measures, vote by
mail deadlines, and information for voters with disabilities were included in
49 or fewer guides. As a result we did not find an example of what a
“standard” California county voter guide looks like and we question how this
may impact voter engagement between counties.

Overall, we found that the guides could do a better job of helping
voters understand the purpose and scope of the documents. The
organization of elements within voter guides could be better
communicated to the voter through structural and graphic elements
such tables of contents and clearer headings. The guides seemed to
assume a level of civic literacy that was missing in most of the voters
we interviewed and interacted with for this project. These voters would
be helped if the guides included more about the mechanics and
process of becoming a voter.
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About this project
In April 2014, we collected samples of the Sample Ballots/Voter Information
Pamphlets/Voter Guides (which we will call “voter guides” in this report)
from all 58 counties in California for the June 2014 primary election.
County election administrators mail voter guides to registered voters,
following California legal requirements. We expected to collect at least a
printed version from each county. In addition, many counties make electronic
(PDF) copies of the guides available online, either posted on their web site, or
available as part of the information for voters in a “My Voter Information”
feature of the site.
Our collection includes a mix of print and electronic copies. We scanned the
print copies to include in the collection. In many cases, local election
officials helped us locate the guides on their sites, or mailed printed copies
to us. We are grateful for their assistance.
We sought guides for the 2014 primary because the timing was right for our
project. But we realize that looking at guides for one election, especially a
primary, gives us a specific snapshot. We knew that – based on our larger
collection of guides from various other elections – the guides for the election
we analyzed might be quite different from other elections.
The collection is available online
http://civicdesign.org/projects/how-voters-get-information/
This report is a companion to our recommendations for voter guides. To
develop the recommendations, we did interviews with nearly 100 voters,
non-voters and infrequent voters across California, and conducted usability
tests of prototype voter guides that we developed based on the data from
the interviews.

How we catalogued the voter guide contents
After we received a guide, we analyzed its contents according to 60
elements identified by our team as areas of interest for this project. You can
find a complete list of these elements in the Appendix to this report. The
idea was to see what kind of content in the guides. We wanted to know how
consistent the guides were across counties, but we also looked at whether
there might be trends or patterns based on characteristics of California, such
as jurisdiction size and diversity.
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How we analyzed the collection
We grouped the 58 California counties according the demographics of the
county to compare them, as the tables below show. Cataloging the 60
elements gave us a way to deconstruct guides to look at how much
information they held, and what the information covered. We discuss these
analyses starting in “What we found in the guides,” starting on page 7.

County sizes
Size

Number
of
counties

Total population

Tiny

11

Under 30,000

Small

12

30,000 – 100,000

Medium

11

100,000 - 260,000

Large

11

260,000 - 800,000

Super

13

More than 800,000

Diversity
Level of diversity

Number of counties

Percentage white,
non-Hispanic

Low

11

Less than 36%

Below half

16

36% to 50%

Above half

16

50% - 75%

High

15

Over 75%

Population density
Density

Number of counties

People per square miles

Low

19

Fewer than 40 people

Medium

21

40 – 200 people

Dense

18

More than 200 people
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Median household income
Income level

Number of counties

Median income
per year

Low

19

Less than $48,000

Medium

21

$48,000 - $60,000

High

18

More than $60,000

Leading political party
(based on results of the 2012 presidential election)
Party

Number of counties

Democratic

29

Republican

29

We suspected that the population size, density, diversity, and median income
of each county might affect the voter guides in terms of guide size, language
options, and other variables affected by the resource availability and the
level of complexity in local government. The strongest effect of county
demographics seems to be in the number of pages of the guides.
•

•

•

Larger county size typically meant a higher number of pages in its guide.
Los Angeles was an outlier, with far fewer pages than its population
would suggest.
Higher population density and higher median income also usually
correlated to a higher number of pages in the guide. Population density
and median income appear to be closely related.
On average, guides in counties where the majority party was Democrat
had more pages than counties where Republicans were the majority
party.
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What we found in the guides
We analyzed the guides for their overall structure (the number of pages each
contained and how they were organized) and for content (which elements
were included and their frequency).
We were pleased to see that though the amount of information in the guides
ranged from minimal to heavily documented, key information such as
contact information and polling place locations appeared in all the guides.

The number of pages varied widely

We were interested in how large the guides are because of the perception by
many voters that they are long, and difficult, making preparing to vote similar
to studying for a test.
We also heard from election officials that their decision about what
information to include is often driven by technical issues. Booklets are often
printed in groups of 4 pages. Election departments figure out how many
pages they need for required information, and then fill any extra pages with
useful – but optional – information.
Many of the guides we got were electronic and the PDF format did not
always exactly duplicate the printed version. So not all of the guides we
analyzed contained page numbers divisible by 4. In some cases, front and/or
back covers might have been missing, leading to an imperfect collection of
features commonly found on those pages.
Higher population density within a county tended to lead to a higher number
of pages in the voter guide. This is likely due to a larger number of elected
offices and ballot measures in more densely populated counties.

County size and number of pages in Voter Guide
County Size
Classification

Number of
Counties

Number of pages in
Voter Guide

Small

9

< 13

Medium

22

13-23

Large

13

24-28

Super

14

> 28

The mean page count was 24 and the median number of pages was 20. The
highest page count was 58 in San Bernadino.
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Most guides assumed voters were registered and familiar with
voting

The law requires that voter guides be sent to registered voters, rather than to
all eligible voters or to all households as the state voter guide is. However,
this makes it harder for the guides to help new and infrequent voters
participate in elections effectively.

Content for new voters
How to Register
to Vote

How to Update Existing
Voter Registration

Does Voter Need to
Present ID at the Poll?

11 guides

15 guides

4 guides

Although voters do not need to present ID at the polls, there has been
nationwide attention given to this issue in recent years and thus may be a
question on many voters’ minds.
The guides also assume that voters are familiar with the intended purpose of
the booklet.

Indications of purpose of the guide
Letters from Election Officials
13 guides (primarily form counties with larger
populations and a higher guide page count)

Purpose of
the Guide
7 guides

Voter Bill of
Rights
11 guides

Calls for poll workers were found in 20 guides and the solicitation of polling
place location suggestion, 3, suggesting that guides are focused on
informing voters but are not used to support election administration.

All guides had contact information for the elections office

This information usually includes the office address, phone, and website.

Contacting the election department
County
Elections
Website
52
guides

Elections Office Address
55 guides (possibly more if the
address appears on back covers
missing in electronic version of
guide)

Elections
Office Phone
Number

QR Codes
Linking to
Website

56 guides

12 guides
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Information about what is on the ballot
The legal requirements for the voter guides start with providing information
about the current election and what is on the ballot.

Voter Guides focused on information about specific election

In general, the guides assumed that voters were familiar with the
terminology and political process in the state of California, and spent little
space on explanations. The exception is the Top-Two primary: 52 of the
guides included a description of how this new primary system works.
We were surprised to see a lot of small differences in what information was
included in each guide, especially information about how and when to vote.
Even some basic information was not universally available. The following
information is arranged in the order it typically appears in guides.

Number of guides including types of information
All 58 guides

50 or more guides

35 to 49 guides

Paid candidate
statements

Date and type of election
How to vote/mark a ballot

Campaign finance reform
statement

Top two primary

Ballot measures

information

Pro/con arguments

Sample ballot content

Voter registration deadlines

Party endorsements

Vote by mail dates

Election office contact

Information for voters with
disabilities
Vote by mail application,
Permanent vote by mail
option
Polling place address

Many of interesting features that could help people vote more effectively
appeared in 15 or fewer guides:
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Information Appearing in 15 or Fewer Guides
Purpose/Navigation of
Guide
Letters from the elections
office

Becoming a Voter
Voter Bill of Rights
How to register

Relevant to a Specific
Election
Changes in elections
(districts, rules, system)
District maps or lists

Table of Contents

How to update your
voter registration

FAQ

Voter ID requirements

Voter preference form

Purpose of the guide

Glossary of elections terms

Ballot worksheet
Suggest a polling place

A guide to party and nonparty ballots
Committees or other lists of
names
Confidentiality statement

Facsimile sample ballots were in almost all guides

One interpretation of “sample ballot” is a facsimile of what a voter will mark
in the voting booth. It was surprising when we encountered 4 county guides
that either didn’t include a facsimile or only had a list of contests.
Shasta County’s sample ballot came in a 4-page pamphlet voter guide with
individual sheets listing ballot measures and candidate statements based on
district. It is possible the facsimile sample ballot is also a separate sheet and
was not included in the envelope mailed to us by the county elections office.
Sierra County’s guide was titled “Vote by Mail Instructions & Information
Pamphlet,” thus the real ballot is mailed to the voter to read over and vote
on their own time and therefore no sample ballot is needed.
San Francisco’s guide stated on the first page that the sample ballot was not
included in the online version of the guide because exactly what was on a
ballot depended on what district a voter lived in. Voters were directed to the
website to access their sample ballots and polling place addresses starting in
late May for the June primary election.
The guide from Stanislaus County was puzzling. The electronic version we
have had both covers and was labeled “Sample Ballot and Voter Information
Pamphlet.” It had 27 pages, implying that it might be missing a page within
the guide to bring the total guide page count to an even number, but no
facsimile ballot and no list of candidates and measures.
The sample ballots and candidate statements were the only elements that
guides devote 4 or more pages to. Ballot measures and pro/con statements
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averaged 2.6 pages. Typically, remaining topics were covered in 2 or fewer
pages.
It seems likely that counties are trying to save money by condensing
information into the fewest pages possible.
The way the ballot was presented was almost evenly divided between ballots
presented full size and those that were scaled.
Some ballots contained circles or boxes next to candidates’ names that were
to be filled in, others contain arrows pointing to candidates’ names that were
to be connected to indicate choice. According to the California Secretary of
State’s Office, both arrows and circles are valid designs for noting choice on
a ballot. We wonder if this has any effect on voter performance when voters
move between counties.

Full legal text of ballot measures was not always included

There are many guides where the only time ballot measures were mentioned
was in their blurbs on the sample ballot, without any further information.
Counties are not required to provide the full legal text of all ballot measures,
but some mention must be made in the guide of where to access the full
legal text. Usually counties do this by directing the voter to the county
elections website.
Only 18 guides included the legal text of the measures and very few of the
remaining guides had any notice to voters directing them to the website or
another location to read more about ballot measures. We recommend a
specific note about how to find the full text of ballot measures.

Information about how, when, and where to vote
Information about when and where to vote in the election is also critical. It
both identifies which election is covered, and is how election officials
communicate changes in the election process.

Covers alerted voters to basic what, when, where

The election type, election date, booklet title, and county name were
typically located in the top or middle third of the page. County seals and
polling hours were shown less frequently, but were also common.
Covers were often limited to a single language. Only 21 featured more than
one language.

Polling place address was usually included

Our analysis found 47 counties that included the polling place address. Of
the 11 counties where we did not locate it, 1 (El Dorado) stated on the front
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cover that the polling place address was located on the enclosed Voter
Information Card. It would appear this card is individualized to the voter and
thus is not included in the PDF version of the document. Another county
(Sierra) was having an all-mail election and thus there was no polling place
to include. A third (San Francisco), states that the polling place address and
sample ballot are not included in the PDF version of the guide and may be
accessed online.
The remaining 8 guides were collected in PDF form and lack back covers or
both covers. Although we did not catalog the location of polling place
address on the voter guides, it is most often printed on the back cover, next
to the voter mailing address. It is likely, then, that the missing polling place
addresses were located on the back covers missing from the PDFs. Indeed, 2
of these 8 counties said within the guide that the polling place address is on
the back cover.

Information about accessibility and language support at the
polls was spotty

Accessibility information was found in 49 guides. Its prominence varied from
a full page or a half page to a small blurb on the back cover or the inside
back cover page, where it was often near the vote by mail ballot request
form.
Although the state of California is required by the Voting Rights Act, Section
203 to provide voting materials for federal elections in Spanish, 31 counties
are exempt from this requirement because the percentage of the population
in these counties that is Spanish speaking is not high enough. That leaves 27
counties required to produce guides in Spanish. Of these 27, 8 are also
required to produce guides in several other languages.

Languages

Number of
counties
with voter
guides in this
language

Counties

English only

27

(too many to list)

Spanish

31

(too many to list)

Chinese

9

Alameda, Los Angeles, Orange,
Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco,
San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz

Tagalog

5

Alameda, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz

5

Alameda, Los Angeles, Orange, San
Diego, Santa Clara

Vietnamese
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Korean

2

Los Angeles, Orange

Japanese, Khmer,
Thai, and Hindi

1

Los Angeles

Requirements for the largest numbers of languages are concentrated in just
a few counties:
•
•
•

•
•

Los Angeles had the largest number of required languages, 10, including
English.
Alameda, Orange, and Santa Clara had 5 required languages including
English.
Santa Clara County had an option to request state materials in Japanese,
Khmer, Korean, and Hindi, but did not have the option to get county
materials in these languages.
22 counties provided only English and Spanish guides.
Several counties provided languages other than English even when not
required to.

The additional languages were sometimes in separate booklets, and
sometimes in a single bilingual booklet.
•
•
•

15 counties had separate booklets for each language.
16 had bilingual booklets
Santa Cruz had English and Spanish in the same guide but Chinese and
Tagalog were in separate booklets.

We looked for the number of guides that included a notice that the guide
was available in other languages. Of the 31 counties required to provide
languages other than English:
•
•
•

•

25 of these guides provided information about other languages
Only 13 presented this information in those languages.
10 counties listed a separate phone number per language. The rest may
have language options on the main election office phone line, based on
our experiences calling county election offices to request guides.
Only 15 of the guides addressed the issue of language support at the
polls.

Translated candidate statements appear alongside the English statements in
26 of the 58 guides. It is typical for candidates’ to have to pay for their
statements in the guide.
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Vote-by-mail applications and information were readily
available

Vote by Mail (VBM) was mentioned in 55 counties, with VBM applications
appearing in 47, along with information on opting for Permanent VBM status.
9 of the counties that did not have VBM applications and Permanent VBM
options were the counties missing front and/or back covers. Like the polling
place addresses, we did not catalog the location of these elements but
typically these were tear out forms on the back cover. Of the remaining 2
counties, Sierra was an all-mail election so all voters were already voting by
mail and Shasta’s guide was a series of pages, which might have been
missing a few sheets in our collection sample.
Early voting, however, was only discussed in 20 voter guides.

Many guides included instructions about how to mark the ballot

Most guides (49) included step-by step-instructions for voting, usually one
page (39). The majority of sample ballots (47) also contained brief
instructions at the top or left hand margin of the ballot next to the contests.
7 ballots did not contain any directions for how to mark them on the ballot
itself.
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How the information is organized and presented
We were also interested in features that would help voters find information
within the guide pages.

Tables of contents were rare

Several different features could be used as a guide to the guide.
•

•
•

A handful of counties include a letter from county election officials at the
beginning of the guide and some sort of statement on the guide’s
purpose.
Only 2 counties included tables of contents, only one of which included
page numbers.
One county had an FAQ.

Guides started with information of most importance to the
widest audience

Allowing for variation, typically the first things in the guide were the nuts and
bolts mentioned above – deadlines, how to vote, top two primary, party
endorsements, campaign finance statement, sample ballot, candidate
statements, ballot measures – followed by any additional information –
district maps, poll worker recruitment, and accessibility.

Cover designs used fonts, font sizing, and color to organize
information

We cataloged the number of different fonts and font emphasis (italics, bold,
regular) on the cover as a way of measuring the clarity of the information
hierarchy. The number of different fonts on the cover ranged from 1 (4
counties) to 8 (1 one county) with most using between 2 and 4.
Changing type sizes is more frequently used to separate different types of
information than changing fonts. The number of type sizes ranged from 1
(just 1 county) to 10 (also 1 county) with most using 4 or 5.
It was rare to see color anywhere in a guide other than on the cover. 47
counties featured color on their covers. Photos were far less common,
appearing in only 13 guides, typically on the front cover. 19 covers featured
some kind of illustrations besides calendars or photographs. Colors and
photographs did not appear to serve a function other than attracting the
voter’s attention in hopes that they would open the guide.

Guides included illustrations in the content pages

53 guides included illustrations, appearing on average on about 3 pages per
guide. There was a range of types and purposes of illustrations, from clip art
to illustrations on step-by-step instruction pages.
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Page layouts fit as much material as possible into a page

Every guide used multi-column formatting on an average of 13 pages per
guide, commonly on candidate statement pages.
Pages with more than one layout section for information included columns
(left/right, more than two) and half page (top/bottom) divisions, as well as
multiple boxes. Layouts also included grids and tables for large lists, such as
party nominations or deadlines, to visually organize material.
Bilingual guides used several strategies for presenting translated
information including left (English)/right (Spanish) columns, top
(English)/bottom (Spanish) half pages, facing pages, and front and back
pages.
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Information about dates and deadlines could be in lists, or arranged as a
calendar. This information could take up a full page or half of a page. When
pressed for space, this information appeared only on the back cover (inside
or outside), along with the vote-by-mail ballot information. Bilingual guides
often had English on the left, Spanish on the right. Other variations on dates’
layouts included single language boxed dates next to accessibility
information.
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Candidate statements and ballot measures often look the same

In many guides, the candidate statements and ballot measures were printed
in the same text and page layout style, with no other distinguishing features,
making it difficult to differentiate between the two when quickly paging
through the guide.
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Appendix: What we cataloged
As we collected samples of the voter guides, we cataloged over 75 elements
of the content and design.

About the book
Information element

Answer range

Average # of
pages with
element per
guide

Total number of pages

Number

20 average

Number of pages with color

Number

2 average

Number of pages with illustrations

Number

3 average

Number of step-by-step instructions

Number

1 average

Information element

Answer range

# of guides
with element

Date and type of the election

Yes/No

57

Deadlines for registration, VBM, other

Yes/No

49

Address of your polling place (or place
for it)

Yes/No

46

Website link

Yes/No

51

QR code to site or elections app

Yes/No

12

Dates and Contacts

Languages (of 31 counties with language requirements)
Of the 31 counties that provided languages other than English, these were
languages included: English, Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Hindi,
Thai, Khmer, Japanese
Information element

Answer range

# of guides
with element

Language options shown?

Yes/No

25

Separate booklets or one?

One/Separate

15 separate

Booklets in language show options for
other languages?

Yes/No

13

Phone number for each language?

Yes/No

10
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Sample ballot
Information element

Answer range

Average # of
pages with
element per
guide

Sample ballot included

Number of pages

4 average

Number of pages

1 page of sample
ballot average, 1
separate average

Legal text of the measures

Number of pages

1 average

Party endorsements

Number of pages

1 average

Campaign Finance Reform statement

Number of pages

1 average

Answer range

# of guides with
element

Yes/No

54/1 (3 were
unclear)

Sample full sized or scaled?

Scaled/Full Size

28/27

Candidate statements

Yes/No

58

Yes/No

26 in English
guide, 15 more in
additional
translated guides

Ballot measures and Pro/Con

Information element
Sample an exact copy?

Candidate statements translated

Forms and opportunities to contact the election office
Information element

Answer range

# of guides
with element

Vote by Mail application

Yes/No

55

Permanent VBM option

Yes/No

47

Voter preferences form

Yes/No

3

Sample ballot opt-in/opt out form

Yes/No

22

Ballot worksheet

Yes/No

1

Call for poll workers

Yes/No

20

Suggest a polling place

Yes/No

3

Update your voter registration

Yes/No

15
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Information about how to vote
Information element

Answer range

# of guides with
element

Top Two Primary information

Yes/No

52

Do I need to show ID

Yes/No

4

How to register

Yes/No

11

Ranked choice

Yes/No

0

Information element

Answer range

# of guides with
element

Purpose of the Guide

Yes/No

7

Letter from the Elections Office

Yes/No

13

FAQ

Yes/No

2

Confidentiality statement

Yes/No

0

Committees or other lists of names

Yes/No

2

Voter bill of rights

Yes/No

11

Table of Contents

Yes/No

2

Page # in TOC

Yes/No

1

Glossary of terms in the measures

Yes/No

0

Glossary of elections terms

Yes/No

1

Guide to Party and Non-Party ballots

Yes/No

12

Other information

Analysis of the cover information and design elements
Information element

Position on cover

Election Date

Top Third/ Center Third

Election Type (Primary, General, etc.)

Top Third/ Center Third

Early voting deadlines

Split across all regions when
included

Polling hours

Center Third/Bottom Third

County Name

Top Third

County Name only in Seal

Top Third (when relevant)

County Seal

Top Third

Other Graphics

Split across all regions when included

Title of the Booklet

Top Third/Center Third
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Analysis of the cover information and design elements
Information element

Answer range

Average # of
pages with
element per
guide

Number of Languages

Number

1 average

# Different type sizes

Number

4-5 average

# Different fonts (regular, italics, bold)

Number

2-4 average

Analysis of the cover information and design elements
Info in
Largest Type

List
Name

Booklet Name, County Name, Election type

Info in
Smallest
Type

List
Name

Clerk/Registrar, Website, Polling Hours, Election Date,
Address, Other
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